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1. General information 

Dear customer

This user manual contains a description of the medical device and important guidances to ensure a 
correct and safe usage of the product. It is important prior to use to read this manual carefully. It is 
especially important to read the safety requirements and follow these. 

We continuously develop our products and we reserve the right without further notice to change the 
specifcations and functions of products.

Intended use of the device
Mobilex Bath Bench is medical device intended only to be used by patients that because of invalidity 
need support during entering or leaving the bathtub and during washing. It makes possible for the 
patients to pass elevated bathtub's side walls with or without the assistance of a helper (depending 
on user's condition). Physically handicapped persons can use it as stable support and easy access to 
a bathtub and all human body parts during washing. The device should be used inside bathrooms 
only. Bath  Bench can be maximally loaded with 130 kg. 

Any other use then intended is strictly prohibited

By questions please take contact to your dealer or directly to Mobilex A/S.

Mobilex A/S
Grønlandsvej 5
DK-8660 Skanderborg
Denmark

Phone: +45 87 93 22 20 
Telefax: +45 87 93 17 77
E-Mail: info@mobilex.dk

2. Safety requirements

● Make sure that this user manual is read by all persons using the product. Damages, caused by
the fact that the user manual has not been followed, will not be accepted. 

● Bath Bench must not be loaded with more than 130 kg 
● Use the Bath Bench only for the purpose, that it is intended for. 
● Use Bath  Bench only in good technical condition. 
● Avoid making constructive changes on the Bath  Bench, unless you have the producers 

written accept. 
● Before frst use adjust the height of Bath Bench's legs to ft it to the height of your bathtub's 

walls and bottom.
● Adjust the legs, so the seat is in horizontal position 
● If you detect any damages, please contact your dealer immediately. 
● We recommend to use help of an assistant for getting on and out of the bath bench.
● Use Bath Bench only for seating. Do not stand on the Bath Bench.
● When applying Bath Bench in to a bathtub - watch carefully for all four legs to lye fat, stable 

and parallel on the top of foor and buthtub's bottom.
● Follow the safety information on product label.
● Always lock seat in position after sliding in or out of the bathtub. Make sure the seat is locked 

before attempting to sit on it or to get up of it.

3. Description

Product description
Mobilex Bath  Bench set consists of base frame made of aluminum, plastic seating pad and backrest 
The four foldable legs of base frame are covered with protective rubber feet to be lied down on the 
foor (2 narrow feet) and bathtub's bottom (2 wide feet). Bath Bench is equipped with safety handle 
and removable soap holder. For transportation purposes Bath Bench comes seaparted in to few 
elements which have to be assembled prior frst usage:
– 1 main frame with seating pad and foldable legs
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– 1 backrest
– 1 red, plastic safety handle
– 2 red plastic wingnuts for handle assembly
– 1 soap holder
– 1 user's manual

Assembly & folding description
 Check with the list from above if nothing is missing. If you’d discover at that stage that some

part is missing or damaged, do not continue assembly process. Contact your supplier of the
product right away.

 Take main frame and open legs by pulling them to the side until you'll hear a “click” sound of
legs safety lock buttons. Repeat the same for the other side of the bench.
WARNING! Always before usage ensure that legs are fully opened and locked in that position
(as shown on picture above) 

 Put the backrest in to it's place by pressing it in to 2 dedicated rectangular holes located at
the back of the seat pad. Check if the backrest went all the way and is locked in it's place
safely.

 Place safety handle's ends in to 2 holes on the side of the seat pad (as shown on picture
above). Use 2 red wing nuts to tie down the handle to the seat by applying them from the
bottom.
INFORMATION! You can assemble handle on either right or left side of the seat. Your choice
depends on conditions of your bathroom and your personal preferences. For safety reasons it
is the best to attach handle on that side of seat which is located at the most outside when
bench is sled out of the bathtub.

 Place soap holder at one of the sides of the seat pad by pressing holder's tail in to dedicated
hole. You can choose the side of bench where you prefer to have holder attached.

 Adjusting the legs. Legs should be assembled in the way, where 2 wideer rubber feet will be
located inside of the bathtub and 2 narrower feet will be standing on the bathroom's foor.
Legs are preassembled in  factory,  but  if  you  want  to  stand your  bath  bench  in  oposite
direction that it comes from factory preset, you can easily take away the bottom part of legs
and switch their sides. 

 Legs are equipped with push button locks. Simply press on the button located on each leg,
and pull the bottom part of the leg. In this way you can switch the legs' sides or adjust their
length.

 Check the diference between  foor level and bathtub's bottom level which usually is located
higher.  Adjust  the  legs in  the  way,  where bathtub's  feet are higher  than foor  feet.  The
diference in their length should be the same as the diference between foor and bathtub's
bottom level. Then bath bench placed correctly should be leveled. The leg length should also
be adjusted so the seat is free to slide and hangs over the bathtub sidewall. The seat's frame
should not touch bathtub's top.
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 To fold the bath bench press push buttons located in front and in the back of main frame at
each leg's pivot point and fold the legs. To limit the bench's size you can also detach handle,
soap holder and pull out the backrest if necessary.

Usage description 
 Place the bath bench so 2 legs (right or left) are placed inside the bathtub and 2 other legs

are placed on the foor.
 Sit on the seating pad. Then pull and hold the red lever located under the seat on it's right

side. The seat lock will be released.
 By changing body balance and pushing with your feet slide the seating pad with your body

towards the bathtub.
 When the seat will stop release the lever. The lock should “catch” and the seat should be

secured in position. If the seat isn't locked, make small moves of it  untill  you'll  hear the
“click” sound of safety lock.

 To get out of bathtub repeat above steps. The direction of movement will  be oposite to
previous one.

Transport recommendations 
If it is necessary, device can be easily folded and transported

Accessories
There are no accessories provided for this device.

4. Technical data

Mobilex Bath Bench 302065

Overall width 107 - 111 cm

Overall length 49 - 53 cm

Overall Height (adjustable)  89,6 – 99,5 cm

Seat width 50 cm (with handle) / 57 cm (without handle)

Seat depth 39,5 cm 

Under seat height (max. height tube edge) 45,5 – 55,5 cm

Weight of the product 6,5 kg

Maximum load 130 kg

Back Height 33 cm

Product label
The product label is located on frame in the back of the device

Image of the product label (not original)
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5. Maintenance & cleaning
Bath Bench is basically maintenance free. 
Although it is recommended to check always before use if the anti-slip rubber feet aren't loose or 
torn and if they lie down on the bathtub's bottom and foor in stable position. Check also if the legs 
are locked in opened position and if the backrest is attached to seat correctly. In case of any doubts 
concerning technical condition of your Bath Bench stop using it and contact your dealer.

Normal dirt on metal and plastic parts can be removed with standard household cleaning agents. 
Check the specifc product information and follow it during cleaning. Use only commercial cleaning 
products which are suitable for cleaning and disinfection (no solvents or abrasives).

Despite the solid construction and the use of resistant materials the product is subject to wear. It is 
therefore recommended to let check the product at regular intervals by a professional

6. Most common problems and solutions

Symptoms possible cause what to do?

The seat is not in horizontal 
position

Legs are not adjusted to correct 
height

Readjust the legs length so the 
seat is in horizontal position 
when bench is placed in 
bathtub.

Back rest is not stable Backrest is not pressed all the 
way in to dedicated holes

Pres backrest all the way in to 
it's place.

Safety handle isn't stable The wing nuts under the handle 
aren't fxed

Tie the wing nuts.

The frame isn't stable Legs are not fully opened and 
locked.

Pull the legs outward until you'll 
hear the “click” sound of their 
safety lock.

7. Disposal of the product
The product can not be disposed of with household waste but must be brought to the local recycling 
centre.
8. Guarantee terms
Mobilex A/S ofers 2 years of warranty for damages caused by errors in production or material errors. 
The warranty is not valid by not-intended repair or usage of the product. Parts subject to normal 
wear are not covered by the warranty, unless wear is caused by a manufacturing fault. If product 
changes are made without our written acceptance the CE-marking and product warranty will not be 
valid. In the event of product damages covered by this warranty, please notify your dealer or Mobilex
A/S directly. The warranty does not cover transport costs and does not include compensation for 
personal injuries or non-use of the product during repair. The warranty does not cover damages due 
to the user manual not being followed.

9. Declaration of Conformity (CE)
The company Mobilex A/S, Grønlandsvej 5, 8660 Skanderborg, Denmark declares that the product

Sliding bath bench Item no.   302065  

is designed in accordance with the technical documentation and made of which conforms to the 
following basic requirements:

 EU Council Directive 93/42/EEC for medical equipment, Annex I of the June 14, 1993

Lars Nygaard
Managing Director
Mobilex A/S

Skanderborg, the 01.02.2010 ................................................
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